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Abstract 

Due to its large surface area, high electrical conductivity as well as mechanical and 

thermal stability, pristine graphene has the potential to be an excellent support for metal 

nanoparticles (NPs), but the scarce amount of intrinsic chemical groups/defects in its 

structure that could act as anchoring sites for the NPs hinders this type of use. Here, a 

simple strategy based on the stabilization of pristine graphene in aqueous dispersion 

with the assistance of a low amount of flavin mononucleotide (FMN) is shown to yield 

a material that combines high electrical conductivity and abundance of extrinsic 

anchoring sites, so that pristine graphene–metal (Pd and Pt) NP hybrids with good 

dispersion and metal loading can be obtained from FMN–stabilized graphene. The 

activity of these hybrids towards the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) both in acidic 

and alkaline media is studied by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and their stability 

investigated by chronoamperometry. The pristine graphene–Pt NP hybrid prepared by 

this simple, eco–friendly protocol is demonstrated to outperform most previously 

reported pristine graphene– and reduced graphene oxide–metal NP hybrids as 

electrocatalyst for the MOR, both in terms of catalytic activity and stability, avoiding at 

the same time the use of harsh chemicals or complex synthetic routes.  

 

Keywords: fuel cell, methanol oxidation reaction, electrocatalyst, graphene, 

biomolecule, metal nanoparticles 

 

1. Introduction 

Owing to the increasing demand of sustainable alternatives to the environmentally 

troublesome fossil fuels extensively used nowadays, direct methanol fuel cells 

(DMFCs) have attracted significant attention over the last years as an efficient portable 

power source for electronic devices [1,2]. This interest is due to the easy transport, 

storage and manipulation of liquid fuels, as well as to the high energy conversion 

efficiency and low operation temperature and pollutant emission associated to DMFCs 

[3 ,4]. On the other hand, DMFCs suffer from two remarkable disadvantages: (1) 

methanol crossover in the electrolyte membranes from the anode to the cathode and (2) 

sluggish kinetics of the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) [5–7]. To address the 

former issue, a lot of effort has been focused on the development of new proton and 

anion exchange membranes [8,9]. To mitigate the latter limitation, a common strategy 
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involves the use of suitable electrocatalysts to overcome the activation barrier 

associated to the MOR. In this regard, it is well known that Pt is the most active metal 

electrocatalyst [10–12], but other metals (e.g., Pd, Ni, Co or Cu) and metal alloys are 

also explored because of their lower cost and better tolerance to poisoning by CO [13–

16]. In addition to the electrocatalyst itself, proper selection of a good support material 

is a critical issue, due to its potential influence on the size, distribution and morphology 

of the metal component. For application in DMFCs, ideal supports must have a large 

surface area, high conductivity and should be able to anchor and stabilize ultrafine metal 

nanoparticles (NPs), avoiding their aggregation. 

 Carbon materials, such as carbon nanotubes [ 17 ], carbon black [ 18 ], ordered 

mesoporous carbon [19], carbon nanofibers [20] and graphene [21], have emerged over 

the last years as suitable supports for metal NPs towards fuel cell applications. In 

particular, graphene exhibits a unique two-dimensional honeycomb atomic structure 

with large surface area, structural, mechanical and thermal stability as well as high 

charge carrier mobility and electrical conductivity [22,23]. These attractive features 

make graphene an excellent support for metal NPs, with a potential to enhance their 

electrocatalytic activity. Currently, the most common route to synthesize metal and 

other NPs onto graphene materials as supports takes advantage of the peculiar 

characteristics of a well-known derivative of graphene, i.e. graphene oxide (GO). GO 

boasts good dispersibility in water and some organic solvents, which facilitates the 

deployment of wet colloidal NP preparation methods, and is also extensively decorated 

with oxygen functional groups, which serve as tight anchoring sites for the nucleation 

and growth of the NPs [21,24–26]. 

 However, the use of GO-based or reduced graphene oxide (RGO)–based supports in 

electrocatalytic applications has also significant drawbacks. For instance, the presence 

of oxygen functional groups, which cannot be completely removed by the usual 

reduction approaches, degrades the electrical conductivity of the carbon lattice and 

compromises its stability under the harsh electrochemical conditions of fuel cells [27]. 

Therefore, finding alternative graphene materials that can escape the limitations of GO 

but exhibit at the same time its main attractions would be highly desirable. Pristine 

graphene flakes and sheets are in principle an obvious option in this regard, because 

their oxide-free nature endows them with high electrical conductivity and 

chemical/electrochemical stability. Indeed, a few recent studies have focused on metal 

NP-pristine graphene systems as electrocatalysts for alcohol fuel cells [28–33]. Such 
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studies relied either on graphene layers synthesized by chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD) [28,31–33] or on flakes obtained by direct, ultrasound-assisted exfoliation of 

graphite powder in organic solvents, such as N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) [29,30]. 

Nevertheless, the use of these specific types of pristine graphene is not without its 

disadvantages. For example, the synthesis of CVD graphene is a relatively complex 

process that requires high temperatures, whereas NMP is a high boiling point and non-

innocuous solvent that encumbers further processing of the exfoliated graphene flakes 

(in this regard, production/processing in water would be clearly preferable). More 

generally, the absence (or very low density) of chemical groups and defects in pristine 

graphene materials makes their uniform decoration with firmly anchored NPs harder to 

attain. Thus, the deployment of simpler and safer methodologies towards the production 

of efficient pristine graphene–metal NP electrocatalysts for MOR is still in great 

demand. 

 A solution to the mentioned limitations of pristine graphene-supported 

electrocatalysts could be based on the use of certain amphiphilic molecules with the 

ability to strongly adsorb onto graphene and play a dual role: (1) they would act as 

colloidal stabilizers to afford the production and processing of pristine graphene flakes 

in aqueous medium and (2) they would serve as anchoring sites to allow extensive and 

uniform decoration of the flakes with metal NPs. In this respect, we have very recently 

demonstrated the utility of flavin mononucleotide (FMN), an innocuous and safe 

derivative of vitamin B2, as an exceedingly efficient dispersant of pristine graphene 

flakes in water [34]. Significantly, very low fractions of FMN (FMN/graphene mass 

ratios down to 0.04) are able to colloidally stabilize high graphene concentrations (up to 

~50 mg mL
-1

), and the amphiphile is strongly adsorbed onto the graphene surface via -

 interactions, thus avoiding any significant structural alteration of the carbon lattice. As 

a result, FMN-based graphene films were shown to exhibit very high electrical 

conductivity. In addition, the adsorbed FMN molecules served as efficient extrinsic 

anchoring sites for the nucleation and growth of metal NPs on the graphene flakes. All 

these results suggest that FMN-based metal NP-pristine graphene hybrids could possess 

a strong potential as high performance electrocatalysts for MOR, but studies along this 

line have not yet been undertaken. Hence, in the present work we have prepared Pt and 

Pd NPs onto FMN-stabilized graphene flakes and investigated their use as 

electrocatalysts for MOR. The results indicate that these hybrids exhibit improved 

electrocatalytic activity in relation to many other graphene-based systems, and therefore 
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constitute a highly competitive option for use in DMFCs as a result of, e.g., their 

simplicity of preparation or use of completely innocuous reagents (FMN). 

  

2. Experimental section 

 

Unless otherwise specified, all the chemicals and starting materials used in this work 

were supplied by Sigma–Aldrich Chemistry. 

 

2.1. Preparation of FMN–stabilized pristine graphene and graphene-metal NP 

hybrids 

A schematic of the production protocol of the pristine graphene-metal NP hybrids is 

given in Fig. 1.First of all, dispersions of graphene stabilized by FMN were prepared as 

described elsewhere [34]. Briefly, a mixture of natural graphite powder and FMN at a 

concentration of 30 mg mL
-1 

and 1 mg mL
-1 

in Milli-Q water, respectively, was 

sonicated during 5 hours in an ultrasonic bath cleaner (JP Selecta Ultrasons system, 40 

kHz) at a power of 20 W L
−1

. The obtained dispersion was centrifuged at 2300 rpm 

during 20 min (Eppendorf 5424 microcentrifuge) to eliminate the non–exfoliated 

material from the dispersion. The top 75% of the resulting supernatant was collected as 

the FMN-graphene dispersion. To ensure the removal of free, non-adsorbed FMN, the 

dispersion was subjected to purification consisting of two cycles of sedimentation 

(14600 rpm, 20 min) and redispersion in Milli-Q water. The concentration of the 

resulting dispersion was calculated by measuring its UV-vis absorbance at a wavelength 

of 660 nm and applying the Lambert-Beer law [34]. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the FMN-assisted exfoliation and stabilization in water of 

pristine graphene, followed by the preparation of pristine graphene–metal NP hybrids.  

 

 The graphene-metal NP hybrids were prepared as follows. In the case of the 

graphene–Pt NP hybrid, a dispersion of FMN-graphene (9 mL, ~0.18 mg mL
-1

) was 

heated in a sealed tube at 85 ºC under magnetic stirring, and then 1 mL of K2PtCl4 (1.1 

mM) aqueous solution was added. The reaction mixture was allowed to react during 2 h 

at such a temperature and then cooled down to ambient temperature. To eliminate the 

unreacted salt, this dispersion was completely precipitated (14600 rpm, 20 min) and 

redispersed in milli-Q water. Then, 20 μL of 1.5 M NaBH4 was added and left to react 

undisturbed at room temperature for 45 min. For the synthesis of the graphene–Pd NP 

hybrids, two protocols were used. The first protocol involved the use of ethanol as 

solvent and reductant. A solution of FMN–stabilized graphene (0.1 mg mL
-1

) and PdCl2 

(0.17 mM) in ethanol-water mixture (1:1) was heated at 60 ºC with magnetic stirring 

during 90 min and then allowed to cool down to ambient temperature. In the second 

protocol, 300 μL of 5.6 mM aqueous PdCl2 solution and 100 μL of 1.2 M NaBH4 were 

added to a sealed tube which contained a dispersion of FMN–stabilized graphene (9.7 

mL, 0.1 mg mL
-1

) at 70 ºC with magnetic stirring, and then the mixture was allowed to 
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react during 12 h. In what follows, the graphene–Pd NP hybrids prepared with ethanol 

and NaBH4 as reductants are designated as graphene–Pd NP(1) and graphene–Pd NP(2), 

respectively. In all cases, the dispersions were purified by two cycles of sedimentation 

and resuspension in milli-Q water to obtain the final graphene–metal NP hybrid 

dispersions. 

 

2.2. Characterization  

The FMN–stabilized graphene dispersion was characterized spectroscopically by UV-

vis absorption spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS), and microscopically by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The pristine graphene–metal NP hybrids were 

characterized by TEM, XPS and inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (ICP–

MS). UV-vis spectra were recorded on a double-beam Heλios α spectrophotometer, 

from Thermo Spectronic. Raman spectra were recorded with a laser excitation 

wavelength of 532 nm on a Jobin–Yvon LabRam apparatus. XPS was accomplished 

with a SPECS apparatus working at a pressure of 10
-7

 Pa and using a monochromatic Al 

K X-ray source (100 W). Samples for XPS were prepared by casting the corresponding 

dispersion drop-wise onto a pre-heated (50–60 
o
C) flat metallic sample holder and 

allowing it to dry. AFM imaging was carried out with a Nanoscope IIIa Multimode 

instrument (Veeco) under ambient conditions. AFM measurements were performed in 

the tapping mode of operation using rectangular silicon cantilevers. To image individual 

graphene sheets, a small volume of diluted dispersion (0.01–0.05 mg mL
-1

) was drop–

cast onto a preheated (50–60 
o
C) SiO2 (300 nm)/Si substrate and allowed to dry. TEM 

imaging was performed on a JEOL 2000 EX-II instrument operated at 160 kV. A few 

microliters of aqueous sample suspension diluted with ethanol (50:50 vol/vol %) were 

drop-cast onto copper grids (200 mesh) covered with a carbon film and allowed to dry. 

ICP–MS analyses of the graphene−metal NP hybrids were performed with a 7500ce 

(Agilent) instrument equipped with an octopole collision/reaction cell to destroy 

interfering ions. Prior to analysis, the hybrids were subjected to microwave-assisted acid 

digestion.  

 

2.3. Electrochemical measurements  

The electrochemical characterization of the electrodes was carried out in an Autolab 

PGSTAT302 potentiostat (Metrohm, Netherlands) using a conventional three-electrode 
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cell configuration. The working electrode consisted of glassy carbon electrodes (GCEs) 

modified with the graphene–metal NP hybrids, while a platinum wire was used as the 

counter electrode. Ag/AgCl/3M KCl electrode was employed as the reference electrode 

in measurements using acid electrolyte, while a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was 

used for measurements in basic electrolyte. All the potentials reported in this work were 

referred to that of the Reversible Hydrogen Electrode (RHE). Modified GCEs were 

prepared as follows. A GCE with a geometric area of 0.07 cm
2 

was carefully polished 

with fine emery paper from big to small grain size and then ultrasonically cleaned in 

milli-Q water. The graphene–Pt or Pd NP hybrid film was prepared by drop-casting a 

certain volume of the corresponding aqueous graphene–metal NP dispersion of known 

concentration on the GCE surface to achieve a final hybrid content of ~10 μg, and then 

evaporating the solvent under an infrared heating lamp. The concentration of the 

hybrids was calculated taking into account both the concentration of graphene, extracted 

from UV-vis absorption measurements, and the metal loading of the hybrids, measured 

by ICP-MS [34]. Finally, to provide the graphene–metal NP hybrid film with better 

adhesion to the GCE surface, 2.9 L of a 0.2 wt.% Nafion ® solution in ethanol 

(prepared from 5% wt. Nafion ® solution) was drop-cast on top of it. 

 The electrochemical behavior of the graphene–metal NP hybrids was studied by 

cyclic voltammetry in 0.5 M H2SO4 and in 0.1 M KOH. Cyclic voltamograms (CVs) 

were recorded using a scan rate of 50 mV s
-1

 at room temperature. Nitrogen was 

bubbled into the solution to remove oxygen from the electrolyte for at least 20 min prior 

to the measurements as well as throughout the measurements. The electrochemically 

active surface area (ECSA) of Pt and Pd from the graphene–metal NP hybrids was 

determined from the CVs recorded in potassium hydroxide solution using the following 

equation: 

 

ECSA (m
2
 g

-1
 ) = Q · mNP

-1
 · q

0
H

-1
  (1) 

 

Where Q is the electrical charge (C) after subtraction of the double layer measured from 

the integration of the voltammetric curve between 0.1 V and 0.45 V in the case of the Pt 

catalyst and between 0.45 V and 0.85 V in the case of both Pd catalysts; mNP (g) is the 

loading of Pt or Pd in the graphene–metal NP hybrids; and q
0

H (C m
-2

) is the charge for 

a monolayer of one electron adsorption-desorption processes on Pt and two electron 

reduction process in Pd, which are equal to 2.1 and 4.2 C m
-2

, respectively [35,36].  
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 In order to evaluate the electrochemical activity of the graphene–metal NP hybrids 

towards the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR), CVs at 50 mV s
−1

 were recorded using 

the same previously described equipment in solutions of 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M KOH, 

containing 0.5 M CH3OH (99.8% Purity, Merck). Several activation scans were 

performed until steady state CVs were attained. Chronoamperometric experiments in 

0.1 M KOH and 1 M CH3OH were obtained under an applied potential of 0.8 V in order 

to study the stability of the hybrids in alkaline conditions. The tests lasted for 30 

minutes, with the current being recorded during this time. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of the FMN-graphene support and graphene–

metal NP hybrids  

 

Bath sonication of graphite powder in aqueous FMN solution followed by mild 

centrifugation and purification (see Experimental Section for details) yielded a black 

colored FMN-graphene aqueous dispersion (Fig. 2A) indicative of successful 

exfoliation, which displayed long–term colloidal stability. The UV-vis absorption 

spectrum of such a dispersion was that expected for pristine graphene (Fig. 2B), 

showing a maximum at a wavelength of 272 nm, which is attributed to π → π* 

transitions in extended conjugated carbon structures. No bands indicative of the 

presence of FMN were found, which means that the purification step reduced the 

amount of FMN to a very low level (compared with graphene). TEM and AFM images 

(Figs. 2C and D, respectively) of the FMN–exfoliated graphene flakes revealed that the 

material was successfully exfoliated into thin platelets. The graphene nanosheets 

exhibited lateral sizes around 100 to 500 nm, with a thickness mostly (75% of the 

flakes) between 1 to 5 monolayers [34]. The Raman spectrum of the exfoliated material 

was typical of graphitic materials with high structural order (Fig. 2E). Indeed, the first–

order spectrum was dominated by the G band (1582 cm
-1

), which is the only band 

present in crystalline graphite, while the D (1348 cm
-1

) and D´ (1620 cm
-1

) bands, 

which are related to the presence of structural disorder [37–39], displayed relatively low 

intensities. The ratio of the intensities of D and G bands, ID/IG, which is indicative of the 

degree of structural disorder in graphite/graphene structures, was ~0.17 for the FMN–

exfoliated material, which was a value similar to or lower than those reported in the 
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literature for other high quality pristine graphene sheets exfoliated with the aid of 

surfactants [39–45]. The high resolution C1s XPS spectrum of the exfoliated sample 

(Fig. 2F) was typical of pristine graphitic materials. The mass ratio of FMN relative to 

graphene (~0.04) was calculated from the relative amounts of phosphorous and carbon 

detected in the survey XPS spectrum (not shown) [34]. Such a ratio was one order of 

magnitude lower than those reported in the literature for other efficient surfactants for 

the colloidal dispersion of graphene in aqueous media [40–47], which is clearly an 

advantage given that the presence of surfactants or other stabilizing agents can affect 

negatively the electrical and catalytic properties of the nanosheets [48–51]. Indeed, the 

conductivity of the FMN–exfoliated graphene films (52 000 S m
-1

)[34] was much 

higher than that of other as–prepared graphene films obtained from surfactant–stabilized 

dispersions in water. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. (A) Digital photograph and (B) typical UV−vis absorption spectrum of FMN-

exfoliated graphene colloidal dispersion in water. (C) Representative TEM image of an 

exfoliated graphene flake. (D) AFM image of a graphene flake deposited onto a SiO2/Si 

substrate. A typical line profile (black trace) taken along the marked white line is shown 
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overlaid on the image. (E) Raman and (F) high resolution C1s XPS spectra of the same 

material. 

 

 Pristine graphene–metal NP hybrids were prepared by mixing FMN–exfoliated 

graphene dispersions with appropriate metal precursor salts followed by reduction with 

a proper reducing agent (see Experimental Section for details).  TEM images confirmed 

the decoration of the graphene flakes with NPs (Figs. 3A–D). The fact that no stand–

alone NPs (i. e., physically separated from the graphene flakes) were detected implies 

that the NPs grew exclusively on the nanosheets, which suggests that the NPs were 

efficiently anchored onto the graphene support. The NPs were well dispersed, without 

detection of large aggregates. This implies that the otherwise inert basal plane of 

pristine graphene was rendered efficient for NP anchoring by the presence of strongly 

adsorbed FMN molecules. Thus, the simple preparation method of pristine graphene 

facilitated by FMN described here provides efficient and abundant anchoring sites for 

growing metal NPs on the flakes without the need of harsh chemicals or sophisticated 

synthesis protocols involved in the preparation of other graphene–based catalysts, e. g., 

those using GO and RGO. The amount of metal precursor salts was optimized in every 

case to obtain a significant but not too high density of metal NPs on the surface. Lower 

concentrations of precursor salts than the ones finally chosen (see Experimental 

Section) yielded correspondingly lower numbers of NPs, while significantly higher 

starting concentrations led to very high densities of NPs on the surface, which was even 

detrimental to the colloidal stability of the nanosheets.  

 Figs. 3E and F show NP size distributions for graphene-Pt NP and graphene–Pd 

NP(1) hybrids, respectively. The average NP size is 4±1 nm for the graphene–Pt NP 

hybrid, 13±4 nm for the graphene–Pd NP(1) hybrid, and 9±3 nm the graphene–Pd 

NP(2) hybrid. XPS analyses confirmed that Pt and Pd were in metallic form, as intended. 

Indeed, the high resolution Pt 4f core level spectrum of the graphene–Pt NP hybrid (Fig. 

3G) and the Pd 3d spectrum of graphene–Pd NP(1) (Fig 3H) revealed the presence of 

Pt
0
 and Pd

0
, respectively, but not of metals in oxidized form. ICP-MS analysis allowed 

quantification of the metal content in the hybrids: 8 wt% Pt (graphene–Pt NP hybrid,), 

21 wt% Pd (graphene–Pd NP(1) hybrid,) and 17 wt% Pd (graphene–Pd NP(2) hybrid,). 

It is noteworthy that the increased concentrations of precursor salts tested during the 

optimization of the amount of metal precursor salt did not lead to larger metal NP sizes, 

but rather to a higher density of NPs, as mentioned above. In fact, no agglomeration of 
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the metal NPs was observed on the surface, even at the highest precursor concentrations 

tested, which points to the existence of a strong interaction between the NPs and the 

graphene nanosheets. We believe that such interaction comes from both the strong 

adsorption of FMN onto the graphene surface via - interactions and the effective 

interaction of the metal with the phosphate groups and/or the hydroxyl groups in the 

ribitol moieties. Thus, owing to the strong adsorption of FMN, efficient and 

homogeneous anchoring sites are generated for the growth of metal NPs. Thus, while 

pristine graphene displays an inert surface with no functional groups or defects that 

could act as anchoring sites, FMN-stabilized graphene offers an abundance of anchoring 

sites. In comparison with GO or RGO, FMN-stabilized graphene could offer higher 

uniformity both in the spatial distribution and in the chemical nature of the anchoring 

sites, which would be expected to result in a better dispersion of the NPs on the 

nanosheets. 
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Figure 3. The left column shows results from the characterization of graphene–Pt NP 

hybrid (A,C,E,G), while the right column shows results for the graphene–Pd NP(1) 

hybrid (B,D,F,H). Specifically: representative TEM images (A–D); NP size distribution 

estimated from the TEM images (E,F); high resolution core level XPS spectrum of (G) 

Pt 4f and (H) Pd 3d. 

 

 

3.2. Electrocatalytic activity of the graphene–metal NP hybrids towards MOR 

 

To investigate the potential application of the present graphene–metal NP hybrid 

materials towards MOR, the electrochemical behavior, stability and Pt and Pd ECSA 

were measured from CVs performed in a solution of 0.5 M H2SO4 (scan rate: 50 mV 

s
−1

). The steady-state voltammograms of the graphene–Pt NP, graphene–Pd NP(1) and 

graphene–Pd NP(2) samples are shown in Fig. 4. Firstly, CVs were recorded between 

0.1 and 1.2 V, and then the upper potential limit was opened 0.2 V up to 1.4 V in steps 

of 0.1 V. In all cases, clear hydrogen and anion adsorption–desorption peaks could be 

observed in the potential range of 0.1–0.45 V. For graphene–Pt NP and graphene–Pd 

NP(1) hybrids, the reduction peak associated to platinum and palladium oxide increased 

when the potential range was opened (Fig. 4A and B), while the hydrogen adsorption-

desorption peaks became slightly more defined. However, the stability of the graphene–

Pd NP(2) hybrid was lower (Fig. 4C), and the redox processes associated to hydrogen 

adsorption-desorption decreased when the potential was increased. The electrochemical 

behavior of these hybrids was also assessed in alkaline electrolyte, (Fig. 4D). All the 

obtained voltammetric profiles were consistent with those of polycrystalline Pt and Pd.  
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Figure 4. (A–C) Cyclic voltammograms (5
th

 scan) of all the hybrids prepared in this 

work in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at 50 mV s
−1

: (A) graphene–Pt NP hybrid (B), graphene–

Pd NP(1) hybrid, and (C) graphene–Pd NP(2) hybrid. The upper potential limit was 

step-wise opened from 1.2 to 1.4 V after recording five CV scans. (D) Cyclic 

voltammograms of all the hybrids prepared in this work in 0.1 M KOH solution at 50 

mV s
-1

. 

 

The ECSA of these hybrids was determined from the voltamograms recorded in alkaline 

media (Fig. 4D) and compiled in Table 1. The ECSA of the graphene–Pt NP hybrid was 

evaluated between 0.1 V and 0.45 V, being 49.2 m
2
 g

-1
, while in the case of Pd-

supported electrocatalysts, the reduction of palladium oxide has been used.  In these 

cases, the ECSA values obtained for the graphene–Pd NP(1) and (2) hybrids were 24.6 

and 26.3 m
2
 g

-1
, respectively. The larger ECSA value of the graphene–Pt NP hybrid 

might be related to its smaller particle size, as seen by TEM (Fig. 3E). However, no 

clear relationship is found between ECSA and particle size in the case of the graphene–

Pd NP hybrids. We have estimated the geometrical surface area (GSA, m
2
 g

-1
) of Pt and 

Pd in these samples, by assuming that the metal NPs were spherical and calculating the 

average surface with the diameter measured by TEM (Table 1). The electrocatalytic 

utilization of metal is higher for the Pt (79%) and Pd NP(1) (66%) hybrids, being lower 

for the Pd NP(2) hybrid (40%).The ECSA values of these graphene–metal NP hybrids 

were in the range of those reported in the literature for Pt– and Pd–based catalysts 

supported on pristine graphene [28–32] or graphene–related materials, such as RGO 

[52–61]. It is noteworthy that the simple preparation method described here yields 

graphene–metal NP hybrids with acceptable ECSAs without the need of harsh 
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chemicals or sophisticated synthesis protocols involved in the preparation of other 

graphene–based catalysts [62]. 

 

Table 1. Electrocatalytic activity for MOR of graphene and RGO–metal NP hybrids and 

comparison with other relevant works on the catalytic activity for methanol oxidation. 

Sample ECSA 

m
2
 g

-1
 

GSA 

m
2
 

g
-1

 

jF
KOH

 

A g
-1

 

IF/IB
KOH

 jF
H2SO4

 

A g
-1

 

IF/IB
H2SO4

 Ref. 

graphene–Pt NP 

hybrid 

49.2 62 1180 4.03 1140 1.00 This 

work 

graphene–Pd NP(1) 

hybrid 

24.6 37 154 3.81 low -- This 

work 

graphene–Pd NP(2) 

hybrid 

26.3 66 248 4.92 low -- This 

work 

FLG–Pt 

 

62.9    410  [33] 

GNS–ultrafine Pt 91    400 0.85 [32] 

GNS–Pt nanoclusters 112    209  [31] 

PG–ultrafine Pd 

 

115  1045.7  823.4  [30] 

RGO–ultrafine Pd 53.9  526.1  447.3  [30] 

Pt/GO aerogel & 

Pt/RGO 

    876/192  [63] 

RGO–Pt 

nanocomposite 

44.6    199.6  [53] 

copper phtalocyanine 

RGO–Pt 

42.9    730.3  [58] 

PyS/RGO–Pt 

nanocomposites 

48.6    279.5 1.37 [53] 

SiO2/RGO–Pt 

 

87.2    1047 1.04 [54] 

(arc discharge)GN–

Pt/3D 

108.6    1167.3 1.57 [64] 
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amino-

azabenzanthrone 

RGO–Pd 

19.0  770    [55] 

Polypyrrole RGO–Pd 41.8  359.8 

(NaOH) 

7.3   [56] 

Photocatalytic RGO–

Pd 

13.3    A cm
-2

 

units 

 [57] 

PtNPs/RGO 36.27    A cm
-2

 

units 

0.83 [59] 

PtNPs/RGO 33.55    130 0.84 [60] 

PtPdNanocubes/RGO 45.1    520 1.27 [61] 

 

Fig. 5A shows the CV curve of methanol electro-oxidation in acid electrolyte for the 

graphene–Pt NP hybrid catalyst. The current shown in this CV was registered in the 0.1 

V – 1.3 V potential range and given relative to the Pt mass loading. Table 1 compiles 

the current values and the forward to backward current ratio in acid (IF/IB
H2SO4

) and 

alkaline (IF/IB
KOH

) electrolyte for the hybrids prepared in this work. The values for these 

parameters as reported in other relevant work from the literature have been also 

provided for comparison purposes. For the acid electrolyte, the graphene–Pd NP hybrids 

showed much lower catalytic activity compared to that of the graphene–Pt NP hybrid 

(results not shown). In the case of the graphene-Pt NP hybrid, the onset potential for 

methanol oxidation was observed to be located at 0.40 V, and the oxidation forward and 

reverse peaks of methanol were located at 0.87 and 0.66 V, respectively. The graphene–

Pt NP hybrid exhibited a forward peak current (jF
H2SO4

 on Table 1) of 1141 A g
-1

, which 

is similar to the highest values that have been reported for RGO-Pt NP catalysts [52–

54,58,63,64], and it was higher than those achieved using pristine graphene as support 

[31–33] and comparable to those achieved using bi- and tri-metallic NPs over pristine 

graphene [29]. The forward oxidation current to reverse current ratio (IF/IB on Table 1) 

describes the catalyst tolerance to CO-like intermediates that are formed on the surface 

of the catalyst during the forward CV sweep [10]. This ratio was around 1.00 for the 

pristine graphene–Pt NP hybrid in acidic medium, being lower than the value attained 

on RGO–based electrocatalysts, where the presence of surface oxygen functionalities 

promoted the complete oxidation of methanol to CO2. However, the CO tolerance of the 

reported  graphene–Pt NP catalyst was superior to that shown by other electrocatalysts 
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prepared using pristine graphene as the carbon support [31–33], and similar to that seen 

for ultrafine Pt NPs on pristine graphene prepared by a supercritical CO2 route [29]. 
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Figure 5. Steady state cyclic voltammograms obtained at 10 mV s
-1

 and in the presence 

of 0.5 M MeOH in the solution for the graphene–Pt NP hybrid in (A) 0.5 M H2SO4 and 

(B) 0.1 M KOH and for the (C) the graphene–Pd NP(1) and (D) the graphene–Pd NP(2) 

hybrid electrodes in 0.1 M KOH. 

 

 The kinetics of MOR was more favorable in alkaline medium, which can render 

metals other than Pt (e. g., Pd) cost–effective as electrocatalysts [56]. Furthermore, the 

problems that traditionally hampered its applicability, such as carbonation of the 

electrolyte or the lack of high performance anion-exchange membranes have been 

already overcome [65]. Here, to explore the applicability of the pristine graphene–metal 

NP hybrids in alkaline medium, their CVs were also measured in 0.5 M MeOH with 0.1 

M KOH as shown in Fig. 5B-D. The onset potential for the graphene–Pt NP catalyst 
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was 0.45 V, being lower than that shown by catalysts based on Pd NPs (0.57 V). The 

same differences were observed when the maximum of the forward oxidation current 

peak was considered (0.89 vs 0.80 V). The forward oxidation current of the pristine 

graphene–Pt NP hybrid was similar to the one recorded in acidic medium (Table 1), 

while as anticipated, the graphene–Pd NP hybrids displayed a much higher catalytic 

activity in alkaline medium than they did in acidic medium, with the best results being 

achieved for the graphene–Pd NP(2) sample (forward oxidation specific currents 154 

and 248 A g
-1

 for the graphene–Pd NP(1) and the graphene–Pd NP(2) hybrids, 

respectively). The catalytic activity obtained with the graphene–Pt NP hybrid was 

between five to seven times higher than those achieved with the graphene–Pd NP 

hybrids. Moreover, when the specific currents were normalized using the respective 

ECSA of each hybrid, the activity was seen to be enhanced in the case of the graphene–

Pt NP hybrid (24.0 A m
-2

 for the graphene–Pt NP hybrid vs 6.3 and 9.4 A m
-2

 for the 

graphene–Pd NP(1) and the graphene–Pd NP(2) hybrids, respectively). It should be 

highlighted that the CO tolerance (as represented by the IF/IB parameter) was greatly 

improved in alkaline media, which is an already known feature that is based on the 

different MOR mechanisms [65,66]. Interestingly, the graphene–Pd NP(2) hybrid had a 

higher IF/IB ratio than the graphene–Pt NP hybrid (~4.9 vs 4.0, respectively; Table 1). 

Indeed, it has been demonstrated that Pd–containing electrocatalysts exhibit superior 

performance than that of Pt–based electrocatalysts in terms of poisoning resistance, 

which seems to be connected to the lower formation of CO-like species when Pd is used 

as the active phase [67]. 

 To further verify the durability of these catalysts, potentiostatic chronoamperometry 

experiments were carried out in 0.1 M KOH, as shown in Fig. 6. As expected, a decay 

of the current density was found for all the catalysts due to formation of intermediate 

carbon-containing species during the oxidation of methanol. The most rapid initial 

decay was observed for the graphene–Pd NP(1) catalyst. In contrast with the IF/IB ratio 

previously reported, the lowest rate of decay was found for the Pt–based catalyst. 

Current retentions of 23, 5 and 2 % were measured after 30 min for the graphene–Pt NP, 

graphene–Pd NP(1) and graphene–Pd NP(2) catalysts, respectively. The specific current 

retained by the graphene–Pt NP hybrid after 30 minutes was in most cases higher than 

or at least amongst the highest of those recorded for similar catalysts reported in the 

literature [54,63,64]. However, it is important to note that most of the mentioned  

graphene–Pt NP catalytic stability tests were conducted in acidic media. 
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Figure 6.  Current-time profiles measured by chronoamperometry at 0.80 V in 0.1 M 

KOH + 1 M MeOH for the graphene–Pt NP and –Pd NP hybrids. 

 

Thus, the performance of the prepared pristine graphene–Pt NP hybrid as electrocatalyst 

in the MOR was found to be superior to that of previous Pt catalysts that used pristine 

graphene supports, on account of its good CO tolerance and stability as well as higher 

catalytic activity.  

 

4. Conclusions 

The performance of pristine graphene–metal NP hybrids (prepared from FMN–

stabilized aqueous colloidal graphene dispersions) as electrocatalysts for the MOR has 

been investigated both in acidic and in basic media. Amongst the different graphene–

metal NP hybrids prepared in this work, a graphene–Pt NP hybrid was found to be a 

particularly attractive electrocatalyst for MOR in terms of catalytic activity, stability and 

CO tolerance. In fact, this graphene–Pt NP material outperformed most of Pt NP-based 

electrocatalysts reported in the literature using RGO or pristine graphene as a support. 

Overall, these electrochemical studies confirm that exfoliation of pristine graphene 

using FMN as stabilizer is a suitable method for accessing a metal NP support that can 

deliver enhanced catalytic performance to the final electrocatalyst. This simple, 
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environmentally–friendly preparation method avoids the use of harsh chemicals or 

complex synthetic routes involved in the preparation of other graphene-supported 

catalysts. 
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